
INSTALLATION GUIDE
Honda Civic X SPORT CATBACK EXHAUST

Tools Required:
10mm Socket 
13mm Socket 
14mm Socket 
14mm box end wrench
3/8” Ratchet 

WHat’s in the box:
1x MAP Civic Sport Catback Front Connection
1x MAP Civic Sport Catback Resonated 
Midpipe Front Section
1x MAP Civic sport Catback Resonated 
Midpipe Rear Section
1x MAP Civic Sport Catback Exhaust Tip Section 
(Different options)
1x MAP Civic Sport Catback Rear Hanger Bracket 
2x 3” V-Band Clamps
1x 3” 3 Bolt Gasket
1x 3” Slip Fit Exhaust clamp



1. Remove 4 rear 10mm bolts on the splash shield, this will give some slack on the splash 
shield without taking it completely off

2A-C. Remove the muffler from the rubber hangers, 
and remove the muffler 

2A-C. continued 3A-B. Remove 3 nuts holding the front pipe to the 
axle back



3A-B. continued

5A-B. Install mid pipe front connection to the front pipe, be sure gasket is installed and nuts are tightened

6A-B. Install rubber hanger onto (from your old axle back) onto your new axle back resonated portion 

4. Remove remaining rubber hanger and remove the 
rest of the exhaust from the car 



7. Install the front resonated section onto the midpipe front connection securing it LOOSELY. Be sure the 
rubber hanger is secured onto its hanger off the body 

8a. Install hanger bracket on crash bar with sup-
plied hardware (through bolt and nut).

8b. Install on of outer oem muffler rubber hanger, 
installed as pictured

9. Install muffler section onto rubber hangers 



10. Install slip clamp onto front resonated section 

11A-B. continued

13. Go through and clock all sections of the cat back ensuring it is not bound up or hanging in the wrong 
position. It should sit how it appears in the pictures

11A-B. Install rear section of the resonated pipe 
onto the muffler LOOSELY with the V-band clamp 

12. Slide slip clamp onto rear section of resonated 
pipe, snug the clamp up - be sure it can move slightly 



14A-C. Once satisfied with fitment of the exhaust, go through and tighten both v-band clamps and slip 
clamp. Be sure after tightening that the exhaust is still in the ideal position 

14A-C.continued

16A-B. Start and check for leaks

15.  Reinstall the 4 10mm bolts holding the splash 
guard up in the rear 



THank you for choosing maperformance!

If you have any problems or concerns during installation of this product, feel free to call or email us: 

1-888-MAPERFORMANCE
suppport@maperformance.com

Show us some photos! @maperformance / #maperformance

16A-B. continued


